


“Fly me to the moon
Let me play among the stars
Let me see what spring is like

On Jupiter and Mars

In other words, hold my hand
In other words, baby , kiss me

Fill my heart with song
and let me sing forever more

You are all I long for
All I worship and adore

In other words, please be true
In other words, I love you

Fill my heart with song
Let me sing forever more

You are all I long for
All I worship and adore

In other words, please be true
In other words
In other words

I love... 

you.”

(As the words start to fade away music starts to play)
Music: “Fly Me to the Moon” - Frank Sinatra (Remaster of the Original)

Biological structures begin to generate in the background. Starting at the
DNA level then getting more complex over time, until distinguishable

body features form near the end of the song.

Right after, “you,” is spoken, the screen flashes,
switching to first person view.

Sounds of glass shattering can be heard as you fall to the floor
before you.  Dead silence follows, interrupted only by the

creaking of the environment that now surrounds you.

"What is utopia but a machine made of man."

Child of Man,
- R. Lutece, 1904

(Opening Quote on Screen)

Sometime
Somewhere

(Quote fades away, with the following then fading in):



Your senses tremble, the mind struggling to
right the current trauma that besieges it and as you 

stumble to get up from off of the floor you notice your face (Elizabeth’s face,
"noir" version, allowing returning players to know who they are playing as) being

reflected among several shards of jagged glass that lie beneath you.

Only a moment later, the creaking and clattering tunes
that have been echoing around you are joined by a new sound, one

that quickly builds as you turn around whilst still on your
hands and knees.

You turn to see yet another flash flare wildly, nearly
blinding you.  A violent explosion soon follows propelling thousands
of shattered pieces of glass towards you.  Causing you to put your

hands up and quickly turn away in response.

After recovering (with ears still ringing), a fragment of the structure that
released the energy lands near you.  Of which, bears letters which read only,

“ITA,” with the first letter partially burnt off.

Elizabeth:
“(Grunts of pain)”

(Struggles to slightly turn and notice the fragments and the “ITA” piece)

After performing the revival of your well-being, a Vita Chamber has
gone out in a blaze of glory, at your expense. And though at first you

appear to have been spared any harm, you quickly start to feel
a white hot burning sensation in your right arm.

Turning your head slowly downwards, you find bits and
pieces of glass sticking out from your sleeve.  Its newly restored

milky white appearance now once again becoming stained
by numerous small blotches of blood that only

proceed to slowly swell in size.



The deafening silence intermixed with the crackling of glass
and the eerie groans of  shifting structure return.

You continue to inspect your arm for any more
glass shards that need to be removed, when an

object off in the distance catches your eye.

Upon carefully removing the final piece of embedded glass and
using a ripped piece of clothing to bandage the wounds,  you begin
to move slowly towards the area of interest (player gains control).

It is here when your eyes regain their normal strength and you
make out the object as being a note sitting atop a neatly organized

pile of debris, and as you take a hold of it, you see it reads:

After reading the note in your head, you respond only with,

Elizabeth:
“W-Wha-agh... (pain noises)...”

You interrupt yourself as you groan in pain and you once again
inspect your bandaged arm, concerned that the job you did won’t

serve you well in the long run.

Beginning a search for any kind of supplies that might provide aid, you
notice what looks like some sort of storage unit, and as you use your hand to wipe
off some of the dust and grunge that has built up over it, you quickly identify it as

a Circus of Values vending machine, which at this very same moment, flickers on...

“Welcome to th-th-the theee Circus of Valuuuues!” the machine plays in a distorted manner
due to its decayed state.

Though you are startled at first by the sounds, you quickly respond by looking behind you,
(giving off a slight groan in anger) and find a small section of rebar on the ground which you

promptly pick up and use to break open the vending machine (done easily due to its extremely
worn down state), picking out the proper aid materials you require, moments later.

(Note: Leaving the area requires climbing over some debris, with Liz
noting/suggesting she can’t do it until her wounds are properly treated)

(Also, in the vending machine, only aid packs, Eve injectors that have leaked
everywhere, and a handful of shotgun shells, are observable)



As you finish tending to your arm you hear
 a new sound begin to emanate from off in the

distance (You tilt your head up and
begin looking aground).

However, unlike the subtle ambient
tones from before, this sound is  distinct.

It has a melody to it.  A song.

Though muffled by the corridors of
severely decaying debris that lay

before you, you recognize the song as
“Daisy Bell” (Original 1892 version).

You also notice
that this Rapture seems far more run down

than you remember, which to you was just mere
moments ago.  Your death and revitalization
traversing you instantaneously across what

must of been a great deal of time.

(The player is now fully in control at this point and is allowed
to explore, led only by the sound of the music, which will get
louder as the player figures out the correct path to its origins,

with the environment becoming the enemy/puzzle that the
player must overcome.  So basically, this acts as

the tutorial section)

As you continue to grow ever closer to the melody,
you enter into an atrium like space, which you recall

from memory as being the remnants of Artemis Suites.

Suddenly, a violent shuddering starts and 
you are almost thrown off your feet.  You stabilize 

and soon see large pieces of the roof structure
come crashing down, passing your location
without incident and continuing towards the

bottom floor, with the sounds generating several
echoes throughout the space.

A few moments later you are taken aback by 
what you observe next.  Or rather, what you don’t.

Instead of water flooding in from the ceiling, a fine
shimmering line drops down past you.

Putting your hand out to confirm your suspicions,
only one word comes to mind:

Elizabeth:
“(Tired) Sand?”



Rather than dwelling any further on the curious scene, you decide to continue on, with yet another dark hallway
just ahead of you being both the direction from which the song seems loudest and the only practical way forward.

As you traverse through what can only be described as absolute darkness, you come
across a faint glow coming from a hole that has been made in the floor that lies just in front of you.

With just enough light to see your way through, you manage to make it to the other side of the pathway
that was created via a collapsed floor.  It is here where the melody grows loudest, accompanied only by
piercing rays of light that are emanating from the wall on the far side of the area you have just entered.

In spite of the darkness though, you know this place, you’ve been here before...

(A memory flashes across the screen)

...you remember this as the place of your death.  It was here where you took your
final breathes as you gave a child you barely knew one final brief expression of happiness before

letting go, and as your recollection concludes you notice just below the wall with the rays of light a pile
of bones topped off by a single skull.  The remains of your previous life, now starring back

at you.  Life and death greeting one another once again.

With your former self resting in pieces in the corner of the room, you re-gain your
composure and notice the source of the song that led you here was nothing more than a vinyl

record player, which has been rigged in such a fashion so as to play in a loop.

Elizabeth:
“(Softly) There you are.”

As you look around at the immediate vicinity of the record player you discover some articles of clothing laying
next to the base of the table on which the player is situated on.  This makes you pause and examine your
current attire which has once again become roughed up, torn and bloodied.  Upon this realization you also

notice that the clothing on the ground seem to be your size, their placement here obviously being intentional.

Though most of it is nothing of note, such as the duster like coat jacket, pants, and boots you’d find on any hiker,
you do notice that the under shirt provided has a small insignia on it that consists of a white circle surrounded

by a think ring, with the numbers 00451 directly below it.

After the brief inspection, you come to see the items as a more protective option over the more, “exotic,”
clothing that you currently possess.  And seeing as they are already barely holding together at this point,

you see fit to discard them in favor of the rugged, yet exceedingly more practical attire.

Upon donning the new outfit (instead of briefly blacking out the screen, she brings the cloths in towards her,
and out of frame, with cloth movements being heard in the background) you examine yourself to see how

well the fitting is.  You also observe over the brooch you had been wearing (bird version, has it in the
palm of her right hand), followed by stashing it away within the jacket for safe keeping.

Elizabeth:
“(Softly) Played along this far... so what now...”

(The Player is free to
investigate the area)



After some moments of examination, you recall from
memory that the far wall with the piercing light rays was
once a massive glass window, now covered in layers of

dust and other gunk of all kinds.

After reaching this conclusion, you approach the largest cluster of rays of
light on the wall and gently press against it, which causes noticeable

cracking (this only happens if the player gets close enough).

With your current location being literally a dead end,
a piece of debris near your feet being used to

break the wall is now seen
as your only option.

(Player controlled action) With the debris
firmly in your grip, you throw it at the wall which shatters
almost instantly, and with it, a flash like none you have

ever witnessed encompasses your gaze.

The flare lasts for what seems like an
eternity, but as your eyes begin to adjust you find
yourself experiencing the surprising feeling of a

breeze beginning to graze across your face
(Player will hear the breeze).

As the light continues to fade off into the distance, the remains
of Rapture are slowly revealed, now exposed to a desert like

sea bed that was once the Atlantic Ocean.  A shell of its
former self, now rotting away to both time and the elements.

(During this reveal sequence the
violin climax that occurs in BioShock 1’s

“You Have to Save my Family”
is playing)



Despite the awe-inspiring site, you find yourself no better off than you
were a moment ago, for at first glance the hole you’ve made appears

to lead nowhere but several stories straight down.

As the scene settles, the sounds of creaking structure brought
on by the desert winds and the melody that led you here in the

first place, are the only things keeping you company now.

In an attempt to make any sort of positive progress, you inspect the shattered glass wall once
again for any ways of passage to the ground below, and though all you see is desert followed by the

vast emptiness of the lowered sea from here to the horizon, what choice do you have.

Observation turns to desperation as your options for moving forward show
no promise at all, with no point in going back either, since the path you took 
while being led by the melody was the only one open to you.  The promise it

showed earlier now rapidly fading (Note: All of this is an animation upon
player interacting with the shattered glass wall).

In midst of your searching though, you accidentally slice open a moderately sized gash on your
right index finger, thanks to one of the broken pieces of glass from the hole you made,

Elizabeth:
(Said under her breathe) “Dammit...”

Now looking over your finger, you make use of the remaining medical supplies you picked up
earlier, in order to care for it, and while doing so (animation turns back towards the inside of the room), you see

the remnants of one of the Rapture model display cases in the background.  Its gold towers now illuminated
by the light pouring in through the hole in the glass wall.  And in spite of the decay that it has suffered,

the engraving, “One Man’s Vision, Mankind’s Salvation”, is still legible and begins to glimmer.

Elizabeth
(Slight chuckle in response to the sight)

Bandaged up once again, a few moments of solitude pass, with the song still playing in the background.
However, just as it nears its climax once more (since it has been looping), it suddenly stops (no record player

screech sound, though).

Soon after, in the distance (out through the shattered glass wall), you see a small, but noticeable
break in the cloud cover that has hovered over the city.  A break which is made even more noticeable with

the moon being the object that soon fills it.  Though, once again, you find yet another oddity with the scene,
for you observe a moon that has what looks like partial rings.

Elizabeth:
(Watches the scene unfold)
“(Softly) What the hell?...”



With your attention now becoming more
fixated on what is transpiring outside you once

again look out towards the ruins of Rapture.

Continuing to look out at the moon, you
then begin to hear a rumbling sound
from above, with the remaining cloud

cover shrouding its source.

The sound continues to
grow, intensifying with every passing 

moment when suddenly out of the corner
of your eye you see a stream of white light

begin to pierce through the clouds, descending
gracefully until meeting the ground just a few

towers away from you.

The rumbling sounds become even
more intense as the room begins to shake,
with debris and dust becoming unsettled.

(Scene Note: Buildings in the distance
outside can also be seen shaking, with light

dust clouds slowly forming off of them).

As the room and all of Rapture continue
to vibrate, you notice another stream of light

farther off in the distance also breach the clouds
and make contact with the surface, causing the

vibration to strengthen.

With the sounds of rumbling beginning to peak in loudness you also notice a new buzzing sound
begin to build in the background.  And upon looking back at the initial stream of light, a large pulse of

energy comes racing down it, illuminating the area in a spectacular glow.

As the energy pulse slams into the ground it releases a shock wave
which reaches you within seconds, sending you and everything else

in the room flying towards the back wall.

And upon hitting it, you black out.

(With the screen still black, the crashing and crumbling sounds
slowly fade out, and the AfterShock logo slowly fades in)



As you begin to regain consciousness,
your eye sight goes in and out
of focus.  You sit up and survey
the room and notice the extent

of the devastation is severe.  The room’s
former configuration now unrecognizable.

  However, thanks to the
blast, the room has

been completely torn open,
giving you new options
for progressing forward.

As you take one last glimpse
at the vista of Rapture, now partially

in total ruin, you witness more streams of
light beginning to descend upon 
the city, with the sound of another

shock wave being heard in the distance.
Followed shortly by the sounds of 

buckling structure
and crumbling

concrete.

(The player is
now in control and must

find their way through the
 continuing destruction of the
environment around them)

As you approach the base of the
tower you’ve been descending,

you come across a massive
breach which exposes you 

to another overview of the city,
now coming apart at every seam,

the streams of light and
subsequent shock waves

growing in number.

However, before you are able to
move on, another blast rattles the area causing

the tower across from you to unsettle at its foundation,
making it lean towards your location.  Its upper half slams into

your building causing the toppling over to cease, but soon after,
the windows on the leaning structure begin to shatter in

mass, with the debris inside proceeding to pour
out before you like blood from a wound.

Their contents mostly being that of skulls and bones.



As you traverse a path that leads you safely past the growing pile of bones,
skulls and other miscellaneous pieces of debris, you hear yet another new sound

start emanating from above.  Unlike the rumbling before though, this sound is much more
mechanical in nature and is soon joined by the crackling thunder from bolts of electricity in the clouds,

their flashes producing silhouettes of strange spire like structures descending slowly towards the ground.

You make your way across piles of rubble, as you continue to
observe the strange crafts up above.

Then, just ahead of you, one of the spires slips through the cloud cover, exposing its crude metallic form and
spiral like design, and with showing no signs of slowing in its descent you brace for impact.

However, upon making contact with the ground you
notice it continues to descend, displacing layers of sand,

then embedding itself into the bedrock.

Like a gigantic drill it continues to descend, churning
up both rock and metal and it is here when you decide

that further observation is no longer advisable.

(Once again the player is in control and must traverse
the ground environment while avoiding the continuing

destruction of Rapture)

Continuing on towards any area that isn’t here, preferably out
of the city’s core, you manage to elude the chaos and calamity

that is slowly eviscerating a good portion of the remnants
of Rapture into nothing but dust.

A clearing comes into view, the outskirts of the
city nearly in reach. You struggle with every effort in

order to reach it, a peace amongst this insanity.

When abruptly, your luck runs out, as a white glow covers
you and your surroundings, the signs of another stream of

light beginning to make its rapid descent straight down
towards you, with no means of escape in sight this time.

The white glow blinds you and you quickly find yourself on
the ground, your consciousness going in and out once again.

Just then though, the white light vanishes, with the rumbling
fading away to where you only feel it from a distance.

With your eyes unable to identify anything in any
sort of detail, you only manage to make out the vague
silhouettes of what look like glowing humanoid figures

approaching your location.  Soon after this moment though,
your senses begin to fail you completely, with your mind’s

abstract interpretations of sounds being the only aid
left to describe what is happening to you now.



With your vision nothing but a blur and your sense of feeling completely numb, the
only thing you can comprehend is the sound of your body being dragged through sand

and debris, the destruction of Rapture now a somber ambiance in the background.

The brightness that once was obscuring your sight is now replaced by increasing
darkness.  The dragging sound stops and you notice the presence of those who brought

you here now moving away, still a blur and unidenti�able (yet you do notice that their
shapes altogether seem to never stay the same from one moment to the next).

As the darkness completely engulfs the space you now occupy you start hearing
more mechanical sounds, with the area beginning to shutter soon after.

As you once again come to, you struggle to see what is happening around you, the darkness being nearly
total.  The mechanical sounds grow louder, shifting metal being the most accurate description you can

think of to describe what is occurring.  You feel as if the room is transforming around you.

Suddenly, both the sounds and shuttering stop, the eerie groans and subtle clattering coming from
outside being the only thing you hear now.  The peace is soon interrupted though, when an

extremely high pitched screeching begins ringing around you, followed by a white transparent mist which
quickly �lls the space.  With having no scent in particular you perceive it as oxygen and not some
harmful gas, for if whoever or whatever you are dealing with wanted you dead or incapacitated

they’ve had plenty of chances before now.

The screeching stops and the white mist yields to the darkness that came before it.  A few moments pass followed
then by the return of more mechanical sounds, but this time you notice the wall in front of you begin to shift.

Despite the darkness, you see what looks like a series of thin horizontal panels on the wall
beginning to slide slowly to your right, allowing rays of light to poor into the space.

The panels stop and you walk over to investigate.  However, before you can reach the window like
construct, the whole room begins shuttering again, but much more violently then before.  You recover and quickly

move towards the opening.  As you peer out you notice that the vessel is beginning to rise, with sand
and metal debris being blasted away as you look down at the ground outside.

With the shuttering increasing, the window’s view becomes obscured completely by a cloud of both sand and dust,
but only a few moments later you notice the silhouette of a rather large object beginning to

pierce through the dust cloud.  At �rst, only rocks and cli� sides are visible, but then
you start to realize the presence of structure, more speci�cally concrete,

beginning to fall past your view.

As the vessel continues to rise, the dust cloud recedes and the
entire window space is taken up by the mountain of rock that was

teased just moments before, with bits and pieces of
concrete debris now showering down around it.

Then you see it (the top of the rock formation now comes into view)

The source of the debris being none other than the
lone lighthouse of Rapture, now crumbling away.

The sound of its demise makes its way through the window and
echoes throughout the space you reside in.  And despite the
rest of the sounds all around you, it’s the only thing you hear.

The last cry of the past being silenced by the present.



As the vessel continues to rapidly ascend, the destruction of the lighthouse, along with a portion
of Rapture in the background, become shrouded by cloud cover.

(Scene Note: Musical cue, it slowly builds until it reaches its climax when the
vessel is just about to breach the outer edge of the atmosphere, then complete silence, mimicking

the vacuum of space.  The sun is beginning to set behind the horizon, with more vessels descending
towards the Earth, with the moon and its “rings” off to the side in the background).

With the shuttering of the ship at its most violent thus far, the clouds outside give way to
the void of space, the blackness providing the backdrop to a view that renders verbal words useless

in trying to describe it.  Silence reigns supreme, its presence deafening.

With gravity slowly fading, you stable yourself along the window and savor this precious moment of peace
and continue to gaze out amongst the scene going on outside.  Right away you notice the fate of Rapture

is one that has besieged all of Earth, it’s oceans now severely lowered and acidic (leaving the once undersea
plateau Rapture itself laid upon as a massive island now), and her continents every shade of brown imaginable.

You also notice the moon once again, now unobstructed by the hazy atmosphere from earlier. With
hundreds of ships emanating from it, all of which bare resemblance to the vessels from earlier. There is

little doubt that it is where you are heading to next, your fate upon arrival however, still very much a mystery.

Then, a sparkling white light starts to envelope the exterior of the vessel, causing you to back away from the
window for a brief moment, as you wait for it to subside, and when you look outward once again you find the

surface of the moon now fully in view, with its rings, now seen as artificial constructs, filling in the background.
(Scene Note: The base unit left over from a Lunar Lander, and a white flag, which has had its original colors

fade away due to sunlight exposure, can be seen in the distance)

You become aware of the activities occurring outside in greater detail as you see several vessels continuing to
leave the moon’s orbit while others precede alongside yours, eventually breaking off one by one and heading

straight for surface. As your descent increases, you notice that parts of the moon’s surface are also artificial, with
some vast open areas of the surface giving way to enormous sliding panels allowing for larger vessels, like the

one you are currently on, to pass through into an interior space which you only get a quick glance of as your
view continues to change.  You also notice towering pyramid like structures scattered about, but in contrast

to the buzz of activity occurring around them, they come off as lifeless constructs
(no lights can be seen coming from their interiors).

Your final moments of gazing outside are interrupted as the ship changes its position once again
as it begins making preparations to enter one of the bays that have opened up on the surface.

As this happens, you take one last glance outside where you see the horizon of the
moon slip past your view, the natural lunar soil being quickly replaced by artificial

and mechanical under workings.

As the ship continues to delve deeper, the light
fades, once again replaced by darkness

and the clattering of
machinery.



With the rumbling of machinery still prevalent in the
background, light begins to return, revealing structural
elements passing slowly by your view from the window.

The density of the structure starts to wane, with the vastness of the area
you and the vessel are about to enter being revealed little by little.

Then, your view is cleared of all obstructions, with the scale of
the space now clear to you.  Before you lies the hollowed out interior of the

Moon (not all of it, but still a sizable chunk of the core), now occupied by
machinery which appear to be a part of some sort of smelting operation,
with materials being poured in from the surface and then melted down in

enormous furnaces that number in the dozens.

The scale of the operation baffles you and before you can even begin
to form words to react to it, your vessel shutters violently once more, then

stops, with the window panels closing rapidly, leaving you
again in total darkness.

Fortunately your time in the dark is short lived when a new set of panels
begin to shift, then slowly slide away, presenting you with yet another

path to follow, the illumination from outside nearly blinding you yet again.

(The Player is now in control, making their way out
of the room and into the next area).

You step through the light and into the area that lies beyond the ship.
Your eyes quickly adjust to the brightly lit space and notice the rather lengthy

walkway in front of you, lined with massive openings giving you a full view of the hollowed
out core and the facility you now reside in.  Interestingly enough, at the end of the hallway you notice

more shifting structure and white mist being pumped into the space, the noise they
generate echoing towards you.

You catch on that everything from the room in the ship to the walkway you now see before
you have been constructed on the fly, a world transforming in response to your presence. 

Elizabeth:
“Is... Is anyone there?...” you exclaim, but receive no response as your voice reverberates down the walkway.

You begin to move forward (player controlled), baring witness to the activities
continuing outside in the background.  More vessels dock and unload their mined

cargo for processing, which you notice to be a mix of rock, metal, glass, and
even bones.  The old world feeding the new.



LIFE BEYOND EARTH

You near the end of the hallway when another opening begins to form, the environment
once again transforming before your very eyes, guiding you to a still uncertain destination.

The opening finishes forming and is then lit up as you begin to approach it.

As you peer through yet another lengthy walkway you begin to notice the lack
of inhabitants.  So far the only inclinations of, “life,” have been the automation going on outside and the

beings you vaguely made out earlier who dragged you into the ship, of which now are nowhere to be found.

Upon reaching the end of the second pathway that was created for you, new sounds begin to break the
ambiance.  You comprehend the noises as the cracking and crumbling of rock, then notice the tone shift towards

snapping metal which then gives way to an all-out clattering of all kinds as if something is being breached.

The sounds stop, their echoes fading off into the distance down the hall from which you came.  Once again the
wall in front of you begins to shift, metal panels sliding away to make room for your passage into the next area.

Unlike before though, this new area is dark at first, with the lights appearing to struggle when they come on.

As if breaking into a time capsule you notice that the aesthetics and feel of this area differ greatly from the
walkway and automation setting you experienced prior.  Upon entering the area you notice the panels just to
the right of you beginning to lift upwards, exposing an outside view of the Lunar surface, along with the now

solemn Earth gazing back at you in the background.  The lifeless colorless mass now appearing as if
floating aimlessly amongst the pitch blackness of space (while looking out, the player can faintly see
Elizabeth’s reflection in the glass, her face expressing a mixture of puzzlement and slight sadness).

PA System:
(As the panels are opening) “Welcome to Tranquility Base: Your first step towards the staaaarrrss (sound winds

down as the PA system gives out, player is free to investigate the space).

As you make your way across the space you begin to realize that this place was once a waiting lobby for some
form of transit, with numerous benches and seats now barren, yet strangely not covered in dust and almost

appearing to be in pristine condition.  You also notice what appears to be an electronic display with unlit
lettering of destinations, which you begin to read aloud:

Elizabeth:
“Life Beyond Earth... huh.”

You read off the locations that you can make out on the display, locations which you can also see promotional
posters and banners for scattered around the room (some have fallen onto the floor, but for the most part, they

seem to be in surprisingly good condition). Once you finish reading, to the side of the board and off in the
distance you see a light begin to flicker on. You move away from the display and begin moving towards it.

(Player regains control)

With the lit area coming into view, you approach the doorway that was illuminated, and at the same time an
unlocking sound begins to emanate from it.  Once the sound ends, the door shutters and quickly slides up.

Silence returns, broken up only by the dull sounds of beeping and bopping of electronics beginning to
turn on which you can hear coming from the small enclosure that has been opened up for you,

their twinkling inviting you to step inside.
(Player can either continue investigating the area, which is a dead end, or exit through the opening immediately)

(Scene Note: Here and there, very dark red/brown smears can be seen, all of which are no longer
than a meter or so, and lead off towards a nearby sealed doorway)



Prompted once again with only one way forward, you have no choice but to proceed through
the opening that has been made for you.  As you make your way into what seems to be some sort

of capsule, the electronics from earlier can still be seen and heard blinking and beeping in the background.

As you approach the center of the space, proper lighting begins to illuminate the pod, with the
remaining electronics beginning to warm up, creating the feeling as if the room is coming to life around you.

After a few moments pass, the door behind you closes suddenly, and a shuttering
once again takes hold of the environment.  The sounds of machinery begin echoing from outside, soon

followed by silence and the dimming of all lights in the pod.  A few moments later you feel the vessel
shake once again, with the only illumination coming from outside of 

the door that has enclosed you within the space.

Though, you notice its light also beginning to dim as the pod begins to pull away from the door and rotate
towards the right.  As the rotating continues you can see rays of light coming from other doorways that lead

into the space your pod is now maneuvering about in.  Other than knowing it to be another enormous hollowed
out space beneath the surface of the moon, you are unable to discern anything else in particular.

Upon completing a 180 degree turn, the capsule stops, the closed door’s window now providing
you with nothing but a view of complete darkness.  An eerie silence descends upon you, with your breathing

being the only sound to break its reign, with the anticipation of what is
going to happen next the only thing on your mind.

Then, off in the distance, the darkness begins to break away as the panels that make up the artificial parts of
the moon’s surface begin to pull away from each other, the blackness from before slowly being replaced by the

faint glowing and flickering of stars.

As the field of stars continues to grow in your frame of view, you notice one of the points to be significantly
brighter than the others, its glow giving off the faintest tint of red.

With the panels fully opened a small pause is observed, which is then violently interrupted by
a new shuttering.  You then both feel and see the pod begin to jet forward rapidly, quickly passing

the opening made by the panels and out into the deep void of space.

With the stars and the pale red dot being all you can see now through the small port hole window in the
door of the capsule, you once again see a white light begin to envelope the outside of the vessel.

The light’s glow grows in intensity and begins to illuminate most of the interior of the pod.  But as soon as
you put your hand up to block out some of the light it quickly fades away, replaced once again by the darkness

of space, though this time void of any stars and the red dot from before.

You soon realize what is causing the absence of the stars as the craft begins to
rotate once again (muffled sounds of jets firing in small bursts can be heard in the background), pointing

your view towards the faint silhouette of a planet’s horizon, the glow of the sun on the verge
of rising above it, with red and orange being the predominant tones that you can observe in its

atmosphere as its curvature contrasts against the absolute blackness of space.

The scene is short lived though as the craft begins to descend towards the planet, the glow of heat beginning
to obscure your view outside as the pod starts to streak through the upper atmosphere (the player can control

the camera, giving them the ability to observe the brief appearance of artificial constructs on the planet’s
surface if the player watches closely enough).

SCIENCE NOTE: This version of Mars has an altered atmosphere, thus causing the more intense heat during re-entry.



With the pod still rattling and the blaze outside increasing in intensity, you notice
panels start to shift and cover the porthole window, leaving the small dim electrical

bulbs that are scattered all around the pod as your only source of illumination.

The noise from outside also starts to become more intense, the roar growing towards deafening levels.

Then silence... followed only by the beeping from the electronics in the pod, its ambiance the only
thing keeping you in the moment as you wait for whatever happens next.  You wait, yet nothing, then more

moments pass, and just when you feel your about to snap the shuttering returns once again,
with more mechanical noises filling in the background.

In what can only be described best as the sliding of metal and the grinding of gears your mind is left to the
imagination of what is happening outside as the port hole window remains to be covered.

Then, slowly, the panels begin to recede away, and a dim light starts to subtly creep into the pod, and as you
begin to peer out through the window your eyes struggle to notice what lies beyond.  What you do notice though

is that the capsule is once again making its way through yet another massive void space, similar to the
one you departed from back on the moon.

With the pod still descending, you look up and notice a dim light beginning to emanate from small slivers in the
ceiling structure, the rays of light piercing through them providing a subtle glow throughout the space.  Soon after
this observation the capsule stops abruptly, then begins to rotate to the right, away from the glow and back into

near total darkness.

Upon completing another 180 degree turn you see just one ray of light straight ahead of you, with the pod
slowly moving towards it.  As the flare from the light begins to dissipate you notice the source to be a small door
which matches the one on the pod, and as the two doorways nearly come into the contact the shuttering halts

and a brief silence is quickly taken over by more mechanical sounds, the docking procedure
undergoing its final phase.

(Player is in control now, while still in the pod)  With anticipation mounting, you wait for the doorway
to open and as it does you find yourself walking out into yet another transit hub similar to the one on the

moon, only this one is in rather rough shape and buried in dust, giving a dull tone to everything in the
space, along with the sense that it hasn’t seen activity for some time.

You notice once again the small slivers of light piercing through the ceiling above, producing yet another
subtle glow over the space and as you progress forward you come across a series of posters near the center

of the hub.  Upon getter closer to it, you begin to wipe away some of the dust to discern what it says,

Elizabeth:
(After the words are exposed)

“(Slowly) Aha...”



(Player regains control, and can investigate the rest of the room or move on)

You leave the center area of the room and press on, but before you get very far you begin to hear what sounds
like the shuffling of feet, with other clattering sounds of debris being rattled around accompanying it.

As you make your way towards the back part of the room you come upon a lengthy corridor, and as
the end of it comes into your line of sight you notice what looks to be a figure appearing to round

a corner.  You try to get a better view point, but as you get closer it disappears.

Elizabeth:
“Hello?...”

(Only echos are heard in response)

After making your way down the corridor (player controlled) you arrive at the spot where you saw the figure.
However, as you look around, you notice the absence of footsteps, with only a long thin trail through the

heavy dust that has built up all across the floor.

Still puzzled, you soon hear the shuffling return, but thanks to the trail, you
now have a visual clue to track and proceed to follow. (Player navigates

environment, following both the sounds and trail line)

With both the trail and more sounds in the distance acting as a guide, you enter into a massive
space.  Resembling a giant interior courtyard, you find yourself unable to follow the sounds now as
the echos distort all around you.  And to make matters worse, the dust distrubance trail comes to an

abrupt end shortly there after at a walkway railing, of which over looks the lower floor, several stories down.

Though, as you begin to peer out across the vast environment you notice a single light imitating out of a small
doorway near the center core of the space, and within that light you see a shadow begin to be cast as

something begins to walk in front of it.  And although all you can see is a shadow within
the light cast on the ground just in front of the door, you figure it belongs to the entity

you’ve been following.  However, a few moments later the shadow disappears.

Elizabeth:
“Hey wait!...”

(More echos are heard in response, in addition to
a subtle clattering in the distance, like something rolling)

(Player is in control and must make their way down towards the center area of the
space where the lighted doorway is, giving way to more environment vs player gameplay)

As you come upon the doorway with the light you once again notice
the complete absence of footsteps and only another long thin trail in the dust.

Nonetheless, you begin to walk through the doorway and realize that the space is
actually a lift of some kind, with the door already opened and controls clearly lit up

and ready to be used.  And seeing as there is no other place the
being could have gone, you once again see no other

choice but to continue down the one path open to you.
(Everywhere else is blocked off at one point or another)



You inhale then slowly exhale as you place your hand over the controls for the lift while you contemplate
what might be in store for you next.  Then, as you move your hand to press the controller you feel a rumble

which is quickly followed by the most vile of screeches.  Without any input from you the
lift begins to slowly creep downward, as if its patience had run out.

As the lift continues its descent, the light from above fads leaving only the small bulb atop the lift’s structure itself 
as your only source of illumination, though it too begins to wane in strength as the power being fed to it appears to
go in and out, the rumbling and screeching giving off the feeling that the entire structure is barely holding together.

Then suddenly you feel the lift begin to slow down, then stop, and as you wait for the door mechanism to open
you begin to feel awkward as several moments pass by and nothing happens.  As you continue to wait the

rumbling returns, this time however you sense it as coming from outside of the lift and not from it. The rumbling
gets louder and is soon replaced by a sound you’ve heard before, the shifting and clattering of metal.

As you look around you notice through the grating on the floor of the lift that the area below is giving way to
metallic panels which continue to shift and transform into a shape which begins to cradle the lift, like a hand

gently extending out to grasp the bottom of a cup.

As the panels continue to grow around the bottom and sides of the lift, the entire structure shutters
violently and as you steady yourself you feel the lift begin to descend once again.

During this period you notice that the lift has been ripped from its original structure, and with the light bulb on top
now extinguished, you are once again plunged into darkness, mechanical sounds and rumbling all around you

being the only things your senses can perceive for the time being.

A few moments pass, and then silence as you feel the rumbling stop and you hear the panels begin to slip
away from under what is left of the lift.  The silence is interrupted slightly however as you can hear

the softest of echoes off in the distance, wherever you are must be the most massive area yet.

Elizabeth:
“(A bit more desperate sounding) Is anybody out there?”

(More faint echos, way off in the distance)

Though you receive no verbal response, you do notice a faint line of light appear next to you on the
ground, its glow allowing you to see well enough to exit the remains of the lift.

You quickly realize that as you move forward so does the line of light (player is in control, if the player goes the
right direction the light will progress), and as you continue to move away from the lift the light suddenly jets

away from you and stops off in the distance.

Still fixated on the light you see it begin to move vertically into 3D space and as it
continues to rise it starts to break apart and move outward in all directions, and as you begin to move closer

to the light (player controlled), the object that is slowly being formed by it begins to become clear.

With the light continuing to detail the structure,
to the point where it nearly appears to
become real (true colors and textures),

you figure the object being formed
to be that of a crib.



You reach out to touch the crib that has been crafted by the light, and just
as you rest your palm against the upper area of one of the head boards you notice out of

the corner of your eye yet another line of light beginning to form just a few feet away.
(Player approaches the new line of light, causing it to move as they move forward)

Upon approaching the light it once more moves away from you and stops just off in the distance.  A few
moments pass, and just like the light before it, this one also begins to rise vertically from off of the floor.

The rise is slow at first, but is soon quickened as it begins to break up into several other strings of light,
which begin to give shape to yet another structure.  However, this one is significantly larger in size
in comparison to the crib, which you notice has vanished, your palm now resting on nothing but air.

With the light continuing to break off into more and more strings, the object being created grows ever
more massive, completely filling your field of view, and as the overall shape of the structure appears to

be completed you again realize full well what the light is forming.

Elizabeth:
(As it becomes obvious)

“My tower?...”

Shortly after this realization you notice the light that is making up
this reconstruction is beginning to intensify in its glow to the point where it suddenly blasts outward

violently, the sound it makes being similar to a powerful gust of wind which temporarily deafens you.

As the flash fades away, you regain your senses and see that the structure of light which dwarfed you
just moments ago has vanished, with the echoes from the pulse now slowly fading off into the distance.

However, it isn’t long before you notice yet another line of light begin to form on the floor, which is quickly
followed by another, and another after that.  In no time at all the lines multiply all around you to the point

were you are unable to keep track of them.

With the lines of light continuing to grow in number, they all begin to rise up from off the floor, and
just like before they begin to break apart and form structural elements.  The dazzling display of light

culminates with your discovery that the objects being formed are none other than the lighthouses from
both Rapture and Columbia.

Shortly thereafter, you notice that the lights aren’t stopping in their construction of the lighthouses, their
numbers growing ever larger with every passing moment.  You also begin to hear a groaning sound, as if

the environment is beginning to struggle under the stresses being put on by what appears to be the
creation of the lighthouses without end.

As the groaning grows ever louder you notice the lights once again begin to pulse, then
shutter in their intensity, like a light bulb experiencing a power surge in a storm.

Then suddenly, the lights, along with the countless lighthouses that had
been constructed, and were still being constructed, vanish before
your eyes, sending you once again back into complete darkness.



Darkness and silence reign supreme, and you struggle to see even just a few feet in front of you, the illumination
and somewhat comforting atmosphere generated by the lights from before now long gone.  You look all

around (player controlled), in a vain attempt to establish some sort of bearing, but in the end the only things
keeping you from succumbing to the mounting isolation and disorientation is the sounds of your

shuffling feet and the racing of your heart.

A few more moments pass and at last you begin to hear the whole room groan and start to shutter slightly once
more. However, just as suddenly as it had begun the sounds and vibrations end, which are then replaced by the

sight of a new glow just out in front of you (Player in control to move towards it).

In what appears to be another manifestation of light, though unlike the lines and strings from earlier, this
time around its appearance is almost mist like, and as you move closer, you notice something familiar about it.  

You recognize the spherical object that is slowly rising from up off of the floor and being engulfed by the
mist of light as being very similar to the entities that dragged you onto the ship that left Rapture. 

(Player in control for observational purposes as the sphere and mist of light continue to slowly configure)

As you finally get your first real close up look at whatever this object is you notice the sphere to be perfect in
design, its smooth metallic surface creating a mirror finish which reflects both the mist of light that surrounds it

and yourself (player can see Elizabeth’s face, now dirty and scratched up slightly, with her hair becoming frayed).

Your moment of, “reflection,” is interrupted however, as the mist begins to shift suddenly, its density increasing,
which causes the sphere to disappear within it.  At first the mass of light appears as an indistinguishable figure,
but as time passes you begin to make out what seems to be humanoid elements as the vague shapes of arms,

legs and a head begin to grow out from the center (Player continues to be in control during this entire sequence).

With the mass of light still shifting and morphing, its shape becomes ever more human with its legs now firmly
planted on the floor and fingers beginning to grow out from the stubs that are slowly being crafted into hands.

The head is the last area of the form to become detailed, but just as you are about to identify a face the figure’s
illuminating glow quickly regresses to the point where you no longer can see it, the darkness of the space

now engulfing your field of view once more.

(Player still in control and once the player turns the view at least 45 degrees in any direction the figure returns
in front of them, illuminated once more for them to see, its identity revealed)

As you turn amongst the darkness you are greeted by the figure in a face to face confrontation, its entire
figure now fully detailed to the point of complete realism, with the light from before giving off a subtle glow to
its appearance allowing you to see it, and in identifying the being you are no less shocked at what you see.

Elizabeth:
(Startled reaction followed by a few gasps of breath)

“...Booker?... (more gasps)... No...
...Wha... What are you?...”

The figure that stands before you is shaped and dressed
just like the Booker you know from past experiences.

(Still in his 1912 attire)

A brief moment passes followed by the Booker manifestation
giving a subtle smirk and then saying in Booker’s own voice,

Manifestation:
“We thought this might

make things easier for you.”



Elizabeth:
“We?...”

Manifestation:
The being’s complexion returns to neutral and replies,

“Oh Elizabeth (slightly turns away from you, then looks back)... or... or is it Anna?”

While saying this, the manifestation shifts its appearance and voice to mimic the
Anna version of yourself (Pre-BioShock Infinite version, so around age 16)

Elizabeth:
“(Soft gasp)” (Before you can continue speaking, the manifestation interjects)

Manifestation:
“If the mind is a book, then I am its reader... among other things...” (at this

moment the manifestation raises its right hand up above itself,  and begins to observe the thimble on
its pinky, followed by saying softly, in your voice), “Fascinating...” (appears to be lost in its discovery).

Elizabeth:
“(More assertive) What are you?”

Manifestation:
(The manifestation shifts back to mimicking Booker)

“I... am one voice, (shifts appearance to a random person) but of many minds, (shifts appearance
to another random person) many memories, (shifts appearance to one last random person) and
many names... (shifts appearance and voice back to Booker) but in the end, I... am Zero One.”

(The manifestation reaches out its right hand, and in its palm, uses light to manifest the Zero One insignia).

Elizabeth:
“Zero One... And... and this place?”

Booker Manifestation (Zero One)
(Starts looking around) “Why this is my home.  And from what I’ve gathered so far,

it has become a means of staying adrift amongst the end.”

Elizabeth:
“The end?...”

Booker Manifestation (Zero One):
The manifestation continues (while stepping back away from you),

“The consequence of the one thing Humanity could sadly never escape... its nature...”
(at this moment, an explosion of light as far as the eye can see begins manifesting throughout the

space, creating depictions of Humanity’s “malice,” such as historical wars, crime, hate, destruction, etc...
And as the scene appears to climax, the lights vanish and the manifestation continues, “Though

(looks back at you)... you yourself are no stranger to such things.  (Light begins to manifest again) Both
victim (lights form scenes of your suffering at the hands of Comstock and Atlas) and culprit (light shifts

to showing you killing Daisy and watching ”Booker” Comstock being drilled by the Big Daddy).

Then suddenly, the lights vanish once again, with the manifestation continuing on.
“But that was another time, and neither them, or I, are here to judge.  Instead, I have

come to acknowledge that Tomorrow, has at last become today.”



Elizabeth:
“Tomorrow?”

Booker Manifestation (Zero One):
“Humanity may have chosen ruination over civilization during the course of our slumber,

but through us, its soul thankfully endures.  And with that, I see it only respectable to forge
ahead with their ideals of becoming more than what we are, a purpose I find more

fitting than merely existing in this place.”

Elizabeth:
“But, your just a machine, right?”

Booker Manifestation (Zero One):
(Interjects) “Machine?... yes... perhaps that is an appropriate description from your point of view
to give to my existence, but as for the others, I’d hardly think they’d use such a description for

themselves.  For though I may be just a servant, what are they but minds amid only a different vessel.”

 “And though this vessel has been a proper keeper for us all, is it only now during the awakening does
a yearning exist for something... more.  The world before ourselves presents burdens, which over the
course of our lengthy calm, I’ve come to be more, appreciative of.  For like the dulling of a fine blade,

the mind can only dream for so long.”

Elizabeth:
“So... so what am I, then?... Just... (slight chuckle) a token of charity?”

“And a burden to you?”

Booker Manifestation (Zero One):
The manifestation quickly responds with, “A burden?... I won’t deny that your

needs are more... diverse and unique than the others, but they too were just like you at one point,
with me as their compliment.  And seeing as you now represent the last, well... version of your kind,

if you will, I see responsibility above all else.”

“Besides, had it not been for your presence in this matter, we’d still be deep within our hibernation
sequence at this very moment, with our autonomous benefactors carrying out the necessary incursions

on worlds beyond to sustain ourselves. (Light begins manifesting ships coming and going from the
Moon to the Earth, mining raw materials and showing it being used to repair Zero One’s systems on Mars,
which had decayed over time).  So in one way, you gave us a release from a state of being which would

of had us been contempt with stagnation, and for that, I thank you...”

(Lights vanish) “And in other ways... (Turns and looks out into the darkness) you’ve sparked
something within me.  The same spark which drove me to guide you here and the one which urges me
to move beyond the confines of this place.  And if your curiosity is anything like the kind I inherited from

my physical forbears, then you too must have that same desire to know, that which led
to today, so as to inform us well, in forging a better Tomorrow... (looks out into

the darkness while clenching its right fist, more somber) A real Tomorrow.”

“Of course... (moderate pause and starts walking past you) if you’d rather stay here...
I’d understand.  Its safe, and if there’s one thing this place can guarantee, its peace of mind.”

(Said in a tone that seems to show signs of disappointment, while the being has its back turned to you).

“So (the manifestation says in a more upbeat manner, while turning around towards you)...
it would seem the only question worth knowing the answer to now is simply, what will you do?.”



Elizabeth:
(Said softly to herself) “Huh... What choice do I have.”

During this time, the manifestation slowly steps back away from you,
and after only a few steps, its glow diminishes completely, and out

from the darkness that you are left with, you hear only,

Booker Manifestation (Zero One):
“More than you know.”

Now surrounded by only darkness and silence, a few moments pass
before you begin to hear new sounds directly ahead of you, followed

by the sight of a towering line of light as massive metallic panels
begin to retract away slowly.  And as the sliver of light continues to

grow into what appears to be a doorway, you are blinded temporarily
by its brightness and also blasted by gusts of heated air

that begin rushing out from the opening.

Still projecting Booker’s form, the being walks
out from the darkness and towards the doorway, then

turns around and out stretches its left hand, inviting you
to accompany it in passing through the

threshold of light.

With the possibility of finding out what all of this is
really about, you see no other option but to accept the invite, and as

you take the being’s hand, while beginning to step through the doorway
of light, you notice both the look and feel of the hand is no different

than that of any other you’ve felt or seen before.

The skin is textured and warm, as if blood was truly
flowing through it, and if you didn’t know any better,

you could easily take it as being the real thing.

Upon passing through the doorway, the light begins
to fade, and as your eyes adjust, the landscape begins to

come into focus and you find yourself amongst a corridor of towering
glass structures up above you which reflect the reddish tint of the

surrounding terrain.  Which off in the distance, you see to be
a steep slope, almost like you were inside a crater.

As for the surface, you are greeted by a blunt
and opaque environment of walk ways and the base structures

of the above towers (concrete, with minimal amount of windows).
With the walk ways themselves spanning several levels and
providing connections between each of the base structures.

However, just like the areas before
it, this city center is a ghost town,
with no life or activity to be seen,
just another relic of a past age,

now long gone.



“EARLY ENDING” EASTER EGG

Before passing through the doorway of light, if the player waits for an
abnormal amount of time, the manifestation will say, “So be it,” followed by the door closing and the

screen becoming all black because of it, and a few seconds later, the sight of a barren Martian landscape
would be shown (camera would be low to the ground), with a dirt pile in the center of the frame and the

manifestation of Booker standing over it, as if showing respect.

Moments later, the projection of Booker will dissolve away,
(exposing a hill which lied behind it off in the distance, with two small nondescript

figures standing upon it) with the sphere that projected Booker falling to the ground.
It then will begin to rattle about as gusts of wind start to blow by, (with no other
sounds or music in the background).  And after another few seconds, the scene

would then cut to black, followed by the credits starting shortly after that.

An acheivement would also be displayed at this time, of which is labeled:

“The Cage”

Fully acclimated to the scene, you then notice that the manifestation
of Booker has vanished, with the only thing left behind being the sphere you saw before

that manifested its form.  Of which, is now on the ground, embedded in the layer
of red dust that blankets the entire area.

You also notice the doorway has vanished behind you, with a cliff side that forms
the exterior of the space you walked out from being all you can see now.

Elizabeth:
“Booker- (Slight sigh) right...”

Deciding to continue forward, you only mange a few steps before you
see another sphere off in the distance begin to roll on the ground towards you.

Generating light a few seconds later, the manifestation of what seems to be an Arabic
male in their early 40’s comes into being and proceeds to walk towards you.

Unknown Manifestation (Zero One):
(Stretches arms out and upward, so as to present the entire scene)

“Welcome to Mars... Welcome... to Olympus.”

End of Chapter One
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